ADDENDUM 1

To: All Interested Proposers

From: Lucy Balderama, Inventory Bid Technician

Date: March 3, 2009

Subject: RFP # 09-018, RFP - 120 HT750 16 Channel Hand Held Radios for the Sheriff’s Department

The Purchasing Department received questions relating to the above referenced proposal; the response to the following question:

1. Do you want the HT750 model AAH25RDC9AA3AN version WITHOUT KEYPAD, or the model AAH25KDG9AA4AN version WITH KEYPAD?
   No keypad

2. What do you mean by "collar microphone belt clip"? The radio comes with a 2.5" belt clip (HLN9714) as part of the package. Are you looking for something different? If so, what? Maybe you are looking for some kind of Remote Speaker Microphone and if so, which exact model?
   Asking that vendor also provide a price for an external mic that can be clipped to the officers lapel. Mic should have a clip.

3. What do you mean by "Bid to also include the most current version of the programming software all ready installed for the Motorola HT750 Radio"? Are you referring to the latest "firmware" in the radio and calling it something different? Or, are you looking for "programming" software to program the radios with the channel information?
   Requesting that the radios have the most current firmware
4. Do you want the radios delivered programmed or unprogrammed? If programmed will you be supplying the programming information to the vendor to put in the radios before shipping to you? 
   Yes we are asking that the vendor program the radios before delivery if there is no charge. We will supply the information

5. Was the department interested in purchasing the leather or nylon carry cases for the 120=TH-750 Motorola to protect the radios? 
   No.

6. Each Motorola HT 750 radio package comes standard with battery, belt clip, charger antenna & warranty. Is there an additional battery that is needed? What do you mean by collar mic. belt clip? 
   Mic question answered in #2. Battery should have a belt clip for office to attach to his duty belt. See question #10 refer to battery

7. Will you accept a separate line item price for the software? 
   Not asking for software

8. If there isn’t a Conflict of Interest, does the CIQ have to be filled out or will non-applicable be acceptable? 
   Every vendor must file and submit a CIQ and declare whether or not they have a conflict. Please use the Instruction page in the bid package titled Instructions: Conflict of Interest Form (CIQ)

9. Since there won’t be any Service Work performed, will we be required to submit a certified check or bond in the amount of 5%? 
   A bid bond or cashiers check is required if the total is $100,000.00 or more.

10. Please let me know if the 1500 mAh NiMH battery is addition to the ones that comes standard with the package? 
    Yes we are asking one a spare battery. Battery must also come with belt clip.